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SUMMARY
This report summarizes an investigation into the engineering of a high voltage, high average
power, compact resonance transformer device. It addresses the issue of apparatus scalability, and it
documents the critical analysis and experimental verification of a new mode of operation for high
power Tesla technology. In this new regime of operation, electrical energy is trapped in a slow wave
helical resonator, Voltage magnification occurs during the helix's transition, from lumped element to
distributed resonator, by means of the transient build-up of standing waves. The resulting voltage
interference pattern has a minimum at the low impedance base and a maximum one quarter
wavelength away, at the top of the helix, which is a high impedance point.
Experimental data confirms the hypothesis that the transient build-up time for wave
interference on the structure is related to the spectral width of the resonator in the same manner that
coherence time and spectral width are related for partially coherent optical fields. Experimental
evidence also indicates that operating in such a mode permitted the attainment of RF voltages an
order of magnitude greater than could be obtained by means of the so called "optimum coupled"
(k = 0.6) Tesla coil.
Finally, experimental documentation has been given for seeded chaimel focused discharges in
excess of eight meters in open ak. Although we did not achieve the ambitious goals which we had set
out for ourselves, we were able to resolve several key issues and document phenomena which were
previously tipublished.
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INTRODUMTION

Objectives
This project was intended to provide scientific study and experimentation directed toward the
development of an unconventional power processing technology applicable to small arms. The
specific goal of the research program was to investigate the appropriatenmss of Tesla type resonance
-ansformer technology for weapons power processing. This involved concept formulation, theoretical
a sign, engineering experimentation, laboratory demonstration and testing.
Capabilities

The resonance transformer technology offers the capability not only of high voltages (in the
megavolt range) with high peak powers, but also power processing with high average power levels.
The latter might be appropriate for driving relativistic electron beams in a mode where they
repetitively pulse a channel through the air, i.e., holeboring.
Concept
The following is a conceptual description of the apparatus studied. For the laboratory
demonstration, the process was conceived to start with a 100 amp, 250 volt, primary circuit. This
energy is then transformed to generate 0.70 amps at 35 kilovolts (RMS). The secondary circuit has a
rotary spark gap which operates at 120 pulses/sec (but could be increased by two orders of magnitude
if desired). The primary LC tank circuit operates at 100 to 150 kHz, which is inductively coupled to

the secondary RF resonator. The secondry resonator comprises a resonant quarter wave, high
voltage RF transformer. The resonant transformer then steps the RF voltage level up, by standing
waves, to 1-5 megavolts (continuously adjustable). The resonator employed is capacitively top-loaded.

The transient response-tize and its relation to resonator losses and voltage rise is studied both
theoretically and experimentally.
Issues to be resolved
The ultimate success of an RF powered weapon of interest to small arms hinges upon the
resolution of several key issues. Can the apparatus and phenomenon be scaled electrically and
physically? Is the process sufficiently stable and controllable?
Research Program
The program of research intended to resolve these issues, both analytically and experimentally,
is presented in the sections below. These document our technical approach and activities in the
following areas: Apparatus, Tests. Experiments and Findings, and Conclusions.

1

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF TESLA TYPE RESONANCE TRANSFORMERS

Objetves
The objective of this section is to provide an engineerirg analysis of the electrical apparatus
used to generate the high voltages. Its purpose is to provide an analytical model sufficiently accurate
to numerically predict and evaluate performance (that subsequently has been measured in the

laboratory).
Since the goal of the research was a laboratory demonstration of the proposed technology, we
placed considerable emphasis on the apparatus to be developed. A major issue to be resolved was
whether the apparatus could be scaled down in size. As will be secn, the results of the analytical
model developed below and the subsequent laboratory measurements have provided an affirmative
answer to this issue.
Summary of Achievements
We have found that the published engineering literature on resonance transformer design,
which is fairly extensive, is inadequate. A closer look at the physical principles has been required in
order to explain phenomena which were documented as part of our research. Outside of our work in
this area, there does not appear to exist an acceptable engineering analysis of resonance transformers.
Consequently, we review these principles in considerable detail in this section. Further, our
!-boratory documcntatiorn has demonstrated that tuning for maximum VSWR (Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio) can raise the energy of these devices by more than an order of magnitude over what is
obtainable by the long-pulse lumped circuit operation so common in the North American and
Western European accelerator community. In order to understand why and how this is possible, an
Analysis of the apparatus in both the lumped element (conventional) regime of operation and in the
distributed regime of operation must be performed. We place critical importance on voltage rise by
standing wave VSWR when engineering such structures. In particular, it was demonstrated that
Iunped circuit analysis (which is entirely appropriate during the energized primary regime) totallyfails
to describe true resonance transformers during the distributed regime. This important aspect of high
voltage technology has been overlooked by previous investigators, including the S:ovits in their open
literature.
Specifically, we have found that it is possible to increase the output voltage of existing machines,
now operating in the lumped regime, by more than an order of magnitude (provided that system
breakdown does not initiate prior to attaining the peak voltage). With the new approach, it is
imperative that adequate constructiou measures be taken to prevent electrical breakdovwn. The
scalability issue, as will be seen belcw, was favorably resolved.
Engineering Analysis
The heart of the apparatus used in this project is what is commonly called a "Resonance
Transformer." The term was first used in an accelerator context by ?avid Sloan, at Berkeley in the
(By the way, Sloan published
1930's, to describe a distiibuted (RF transmission line) resonator.
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the astonishing remark that resonance transformers "cannot be treated usefully by mathematics"!) It
fascinating to note that Sloan's work was actually predated by the earlier work of Nikola Tesla. Sloan
mistakenly identified "Tesla Coils" as lumped tuned resonators. The disibuted resonance transformers
used by Sloan were actually pateited by Tesla in the mid-1890's. This distinction has, apparently,
gone unnoticed by Western researchers. Recently, Tesla's approach to high power RF power
processing has enjoyed renewed interest, particularly in Russian laboratories. During 1990, Tesla
transformer technology was identified by a cjqtingent of US pulse power scientists as an "area of
Soviet excellence and exceptional capability. 4
The advantage of these rugged structures is that they can not only provide high peak powers (as
could be done. for example, with a common Marx generator), but they can do so with high average
power (high repetition rates). The Tesla resonators produce not only high voltage, but do so with
high average power. From a power engineer's perspective, Van de Graaff machines, although of
comparable energy, have trifling power performance. (Their power performance is limited by the
mechanical power in the belt.) Although many accelerator schemes produce higher energies than
Tesla resonators, few actually produce higher voltages. How does a resonance transformer generator
work, and how can one get increased performance from these machines?
Analysis of Lumped Lossy Coupled Coils
We start witb the transient analysis of conventional lumped, lossy, coupled, tuneo ,ircuits as
shown in Figure 1." We have treated the lossy case extensively in several publications.'
It will
be seen that this analysis is appropriate during the time that thc primary spark is conducting, and we
will need this information to understand how our apparatus works and how to tune it properly. The
circuit shown in Figure 1 is deceptively simple! Assuming that C has been charged to its peak
voltage V., we start our analysis the moment that the gap arcs. Ale write the (lumped element)
Kirchoff voltage laws:
r dit

di1
-

- R

1

t,

di2

.fid

L1+,L2"
d M
+ R~i2
dt
dt

0()

f i~dt - 0

(2)

C-)

The mutual inductance, M, expresses the fact that the coils are "bathed" in each other's magnetic
fields. Uncoupling these two linear equations will give a single fourth order differential equation for
either il(t) or i2 (t). (It is simpler to solve a single variable fourth order differential equation than two
simultaneous second order differential equations.) Let us start by considering the current in the
secondary circuit first.
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The Secondary Currenti
When we uncouple the two integro-diffcrential equations, we
obtain the simple fourth order differential equation:
CIC-.(rIr

-M 2 ) d 4 i,

d3

* C1C,(R1 La

--

+

dt

dt4

(

2

R2L2
(3)

d2 i2
di 2
2)
* (R1CI * R2C 2 )
+i- s

* C21.2* -- R-R"d'C

di-

dt2'

If we could solve this for i2 (t), ubjet to the initial conditions we could readily determine the voltage
across the output capacitanco. There is a similar fourth order differential equation for il(t. It is
exactly the same, with i replaced $y il in the abcve Equation 3. (This does not mean that I1 and i,
are the same wavefort=becaus the inbial conditions are different for the two currents.) Deiiving tihe

expressions for the initial conditions gives:
i1 (O) - i2(0)

0

(4)

di1 [
dt.0

Sd[

L1L2 -M2

.

-F . 0

d 2 i,
dt2

I

(R2 L!

d 2i2

(6)

LIL2-M'

R1L 2 )L2 V°

(LIL2-M 2 ) 2

-0

dt 2

*

MV,,

R 2 Vo
L1 L2 -M

(R 2LI - RIL2 )MVo
.0

(LIL2 -M 2)2

5--

(7)
2

3i
1

-

M [(R2L, ,

dt 3 -

RILj2L 2 V0

,,

R,

(L1 L2 "M2 )2

-

R2VI

1

(LL 2 -M 2)

"Theseare valid whether the resistive losses are excessive or not. However, with the resonance
transformer employed in this project, we are interested in the underdamped, or oscillatory, case. The
solution will be low lorm, giving damped oscill lions. The solutions of Equation 3, for the primary and
secondary currents, are of the form:

il(t) - Kle "'

sin(44t + 41) + K2 . "

i2 (t) a K3 e.alt

sin(cqt +•*) + K4 e -92t sin(t,•t + $)

s((1t +)

(12)

The constants K1 and K2 are given by

&1,2
4'
R&2

.)

R
.

,

(13)

___

___2_I_&2

.

]

2
.

LýCj

(R2 -"

dl)
12 + ((02 -- q') 2(a2 "&)2 + (42 + ()2]j

(14)

whoer the subscripts before the comnai ame used for K, and thao
The consunts K3 and K4 are given by the e.sions
E(
K3,

2

2

after the comma are used for K2 .

2
(15)

_____62__04

__x12

and E is gien by

2 Vo

E-MCIC

((_2 _

412_
042

____(6

c4)2 ]

(q2(62 _ dt)2 + (Ot

The phases are given by

-tan-

roq, 2C,2 (R2

1

and-2

I

tan -~
'

:.

] -

and

tan~

1

2alz2L2)
2)

22

j222

I-

-

(a i£
- )

We now need to know the values of the attenuation constants and transient
oscillation frequencies. These can be obtained by Laplace transforming Equation 3 to give the secular
equation
S 4 +AS

3

+BS

2

where the constant coefficients are defined as
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+CS

D+ O

(19)

(20)

RI2 + R2L,

A.

A

-

C2 CI
A

Rl

!I

+

!2(21)

R2
1

-

(23)

cA

A (L•L

2

(24)

- M2 )

With magnetically coupled coils, a parametr- "allcd "the coefficient of coupling" is defined as k -

M/AIL1 L2 ).
For lumped coupler

,

a solution of Equation 19 yic

z the four complex

frcquencies
-412 A

S3 ,4

-&-

* j

(25)

(26)

The above results are particularly useful since all have been gotten in terms of circuit element values
which can be readily measured in the laboratory.
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The Lzampd Element RM/zme Output Voltage. We desire v2(t), the lumped element
coupled 'cuned circwu voltage acro C2 . (One should note that C2 is not a simple physical structure if
the dinmbuted capacity of the s noudazy -. appreciable.) This can be found by performing the
following integiation:

v2,(t) - (11r-)

f i2(t) dt.

(27)

Ihe resultant expression for the voltage across the 'wrvped capacitance may be arranged into the
convenient form:
V*2(t) - Fle -alt os(t * Yl) * F2e -9•2t c*

qt + Y2)

(28)

where we haw introduced the constants

F1.2

41.,2

2 ]42,2

YIP'-W *

.2

(29)

4,2

)(0

and the quantities K1,2, 41.%, wl2, and *1,2 are all functions of the circuit parameters as defined
above.
Finally, we observe that the equations for the currents may be placed in an
envelope-and-phase form which is of considerable value. For example,

9

'(0)

- R() Cos[It + C(]

(32)

The phase C(t) is a function of the spectral spread Aw, where
c-

Aw -

(33)

The envelope is expressed by

This last expression is extremely useful When it is at its peak, the maximum energy is present in the
secondary. It is at this instant that we desire the primary spark to break, making the primary mesh an
open circuit (an infinite impedance). Such performance by the primary switch would "trap" all the
electromagnetic energy so that it could only collapse into the secondary.
Spark Durations. As an example of the value of the expression for R(t), we can now find
the instant when i2(t) is a maximiu. We designate this instant as the desired spark dwel t. This
e a rather complicated equation to solve for t5. However, the problem is simplified if we consider
the relatively low loss case where the exponentials are slowly decaying. [h
is a classical adiabatic
inariant.] In this situation, taking the derivative, setting it equal to zero and solving for t5 gives the
instaut of envelope maximum as
*2 - *1

(35)

The effect of including losses will reduce the actual value of t1 somewhat. (It is always better to
actualkl calculate R(t) and read off ts than to use the low loss rule of thumb.) For a low loss circuit
-"0and *2 - •:" Thus, for low losses, the instant at which the envelope of i2 (t) is maximum is
a
xately tA - 1/(2Af). This is half the "beat period" of the envelope of i2 (t). Since Af - if, the
tighter the coupling, the greater the spectral spread and the smal/er the spark duradon must be made.
The rate of transfer of energy from the primary to the secondary depends upon the tightness of
coupling. For high power machines, tight coupling (larg,. mutual inductance) is desired. This, in turn,
requires very short spark durations. If long spark durations must be employed loose coupling (on the
order of kc.) is desirable. The problem with such operation, however, is less than optimum output.
The envelope of i2 (t) is maximum at the same instant that the envelope of il(t)
passes through zero. At this instant, all of the energy initially stored in C has been transferred to the
secondary. Physically, ts is how long we want the spark to last in the prinIary - and no longer - for the
energy exchange in the coupled oscillator to go through to completion. Being able to control the
spark depends upon the construction of the rotary break. Rotary breaks quench the spark because
10

the toothed wheel or spikes move and draw out the spark until it extinguishes. The ions which are
formed between the points quickly recombine to form an insulator. If exremely tight coupling is
used, the gap may refuse to quench because the duration of the low current notch in R(t) may be too
short to permit sufficient ion recombination in the gap to lower tho conductivity. It would be
desirable to have an electronic switch that would permit control of t. have a reverse breakdown in
excess of 100 kV and be able to repetitively switch kiloampere pulses at speeds up to 500,000 per
second. Is such a solid state technology available today?
In spite of intensive Soviet efforts at the IOffe Applied Physics Institute in
Leningrad, recent Russian publications indicate that appropriate high voltage solid state technology
has not yet developed to the same level o• vgormance as mechanical spark gaps, which can be made
to push the limit of capacitor technology.° Af1 Present transistor "state-of-the-art" apparently is
still not competitive with mechanical breaks. For this, and reasons of economy, we employed the
classic rotary spark gap on this project.
In the analysis above we have, of course, neglected the effect of the break speed
and only analyzed a single discharge of the primary capacitance. This would be acceptable provided
the break speed were slow enough so that the RF oscillations ring and die during the break period.
Pulse Interval (Break Speeds). From the considerations above, we can now predict the
optimum spark duration. We now ask, "What is the best break speed to run?" In the case of a single
RLC tuned circuit, it is a straightforward exercise to show that the desirable PRF would be equal to
the resonant frequency. The power developed, or energy flow through the machine, is related to the
break speed by
P

2

N CIVo2

watt

(36)

where N is the number of capacitive charges the source provides to C1 per second. What limits the
power delivered now is the KVA rating of the power transformer or prime power generator.
Tradeoffs have to be made between the senerator's ratings, the desired spark duration and pulse
repetition frequency.
The theory presented above provides a very compact analysis in closed form. No
numerical approximations have been used it the expressions for il(t), i2 (t), or VC,2(t). These
expressions are exact in the oscillator. case. Before turning our attention to the situation where the
distributed natre of the resonator becomes important, we have one last consideration to establish.
The Lumped Element Regime Secondary Induced Voltage. In the circuit equivalent
model for coupled coils, the voltage induced into the secondary follows as

vind(t) , M dil
dt

(37)

(Notice that this is not the voltage across some "equivalent" lumped element C2 , which was derived
above.) Carrying out the differentiation leads to the expression
vind(t) - MK 1 c 4ct[Ri cos((it + #1) - a, sin((qt *

÷M2 c 9t c cos(,o*t + +2)- 49 i((0t + 42Z)]

(38)

This is the voltage induced directly into the distn'buted secondary, and it is a maximum at t - t, i.e. when the envelope of il(t) is zero. This is the instant when i2(t) is maximum.
During the spark dwell time (t < ts) the RF portion of the system may be modeled
by lumped coupled circuits. This is because during the primary spark, the primary and secondary are
mutually "bathed" in each other's "instantaneous" external magnetic fields over their entire physical
dimensions. The phase delay between the coils is negligible, and they behave as lumped elements for
which the classical analysis of coupled coils is appropriate. (The structures are electrically small, their
physical dimensions being much, much less than an appreciable portion of a free space wavelength.)
The energy interplays between the primary and secondary, building up to a
maxdmum secondary current at tS. In this temporal regime, it is perfectly appropriate to determine
the currents il(t), i2 (t) and voltage Vind(t) from the lumped circuit model. Terman has observed that,
"The secondary current is exactly the same current that would flow if the induced
voltage were applied in series with the secondary and if the primary were
absent.",I
This equivalence has been extended to the case of distributed lines and resonators by R.W.. King in
a series of classic papers in which he proved that the voltage induced in a distributed transmission
line by a lumped primary oscillator can be accurately regr'ejented as a point generator, located along
the resonator at the center of symmetry of the primary."- 1 For a "monopole" resonator above a
groundplane, as used in our apparatus, this equivalent point source is located at the base of the
secondary.
After the primary spark extinguishes, the secondary slow wave resonator stands
alone. The phase delay of current propagation along the helix is substantial. 1 4 The TRAPPED
EINERGYcolapses into the resonator and establishes the buildup of a slow wave VSWR pattern,
which then rings down and dies out exponentially due to the resonator losses (if there is no discharge,
of course).
Today, a similar phenomenon is observed in UWB (Ultra-Wideband) impulse
radar. When a target (a long cylindrical structure, for example) is illuminated by a short duration
pulse, the radar return consists of two components - an "early time" response term and a "late time"
(or sum of exponentials) term.1' The first corresponds to the response of the target while the RF
excitation pukre (of finite duration and spatial extent) is sweeping over the target and is "forcing" a
response from the "distributed circuit." During this time-interval surface excited traveling waves are
shedding radiation as they propagate (i.e., the structure is behaving like a traveling wave antenna),
12

and standing waves are a-so beginning to form. The structure then starts to radiate energy like a
resonant dipole antenna. After the "short pulse." has passed by, the target structure, upon which
standing waves have been established, rings down at its own characteristic frequencies. We now turn
to an analysis of the resonator itself.
The Helical Resonator
Perhaps the most satisfactory description of voltage1 tloO a helical resonator, from an
engineering perspective, is that given in the references.
The analysis points out that
the secondary of a Tesla transformer is, in fact, a quarter wave helical resonator with a high VSWPL
(Unlike almost everything else in RF engineering, the higher the VSWR on a resonance transformer
the better.) In the sinusoidal steady state, the Vmax at the top of the resonator is simply the product
of the VSWR and the voltage injected into the base of the resonator (the plact of the Vmin). To the
best of our knowledge, there exists no exact solution for the transient fields of a helically wound slow
wave resonator. (The ansient response of uniform electrical resonators, such as airaft, is currently
an area of prominent research activity, but no structures with slow wave surfaces have been analyzed
in the open literature that we know of.) Because resonance transformers have such high Q (narrow
bandwidth), the steady state, quasi-monochromatic analysis given below is justified and proves itself to
be extremely accurate for engineering purposes.
Voltage Mapgnlflcaton By Standing Waves. Thc voltage "magnification" process is most
easily under-ood by considering the voltage rise on a generic transmission line, as shown in Figure 2.
As usual, the coordinate origin is taken at the load and (for pedagogical measons) a time
harmonic generator is assumed to drive the input end at z - - o. (We know that the spark switched
sources employed are not truly monochromatic, but the sinusoidal approximation is appropriate for
adiabatic resonator oscillations.) The voltage at any point along the line is a solution of the wave
equation, and is given by the expression
V(z) - VCe 7

V..e 7 z

(39)

where z-0 at the load and z, -0 at the generator end. Physically, Equation 39 expresses the fact
that the voltage at any point along the transmission line is the superposition of a forward travelling
wave and a backward travelling wave. The resultant analytical expression describea a spatially
distnbuted interference pattern called a standing wave. As usual, y is the complex propagation
constant y - a +jS3. The complex constants V+ and V follow from the second order partial
differential equation of which Equation 39 is a solution (the "transmission line equation"), and
depend upon the boundary conditions (the generator and the load).
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Figure 2. Helical resonator above a ground and the equivalent transmission line
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coefficient r.

Also, at the load end it is customary to define the complex load reflection

v_.
r2 a..

V+

ZL-ZO
"_ L - Zo " It21 02.
ZL +ZO

(40)

where ZL is the impedance of the load and Z.is the effective impedan= of the line.
apactivc load, ZL --/(jwC),

and for an open circuited line r"

For a

1 12.

From Equation 39 we have, at the input end of the line,
Vm

- V(-H) - Ve1i

-t

(41)

+ V.J-i

where, again, r is a complex quantity defined at the load. Also from Equation 39, we may write the
voltage at the load end ase

V•aa - KO0) - V4. + V_ - V.11 + rl
Equations (41) and (42) may be -ombined in the following ex

(42)

lyemel
useful cxqpsion which relates

the bad voltage to tCe input (generator end) voltage:

a•bw~
vt•P,,

r~l

(43)

le "t +r 2 e "g]
This expression is probably the most important equation in all of high voltage RF engineering. It may
be evpauded for computational purposes as the expression

IV topl

..

Al

2

÷ 1121cosJ]
I-_.
Vbu e ill .+.
r.
Ir~i
-

Vce at COO - 1172 1 e

t cos(* - 0)12 + fe(

÷[11r
, 2. 1 sin*]2
sinO+ e "' 1jr2f sin(# - e)12

Now consider what happens on an open-circuited low-loss linie one quarter
wavelength long. Simple complex algebra gives the following well-known result:
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Vba

VLd

(45)

(for t - na/4 with n odd) where, agsin, is the attenuation per unit length of the transmission line,
and the j implies that the voltages at the two ends are in phase quadrature. The structure is a lossy,
tuned reactive resonator. Since the numerator of this equation is finite and the denominator is
vanishingly small, the voltage standing wave wl build up to very large values. The transient growth
process will evolve until either a system nonlinearity occurs or the line's 12R IOsA ame equal to the
power being supplied by the source. The power dri,,iag the line, the line losses a4 and the
breakdown potential of the load goometry (which usually arises from the onset of cold field emission
from the electrode) are what limits the maximum voltage ultimately attainable with this apparatus.
In order to carry out a numerical evaluation of this analysis, it is necessary to
calculate the real and imaginary pars of the complex pro!agation constant and Schellkunofi's
These can be found from the relations
effective characteristic impedance for a helical resonator.

a

p2

xt1s

1#
2ZO

-R

2ZO

is -VfAo

where

(46)

(47)

where the helix velocity factor, effective characteristic impedance, and attenuation are found from
I

Vi - V/C -.
A-o - free space wavelength

(48)

D a helix diameter
s - turn-to-turn spacing
(all in the same units)

[in (41.,-'£D) - 11
Vf
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(49)

7.8125(H/D)1/5 Nepers
as ---...
dw4VMW
where dw - wire diameter in inches
H - height of helix - Ns
N - Number of turns

50

At this point, the engineering analysis is complete, and we arm now ready to perform actual numerical

predictions to compare with system measurements.
Summary of Operadon
The secondary of a conventional resonance transformer is a helically distributed quarter-wave
resonator, not a lumped tuned circuit at least when it is operating in the regime where the primary
has been open circuited. The voltage rise is by standing wave: V... - S Vmin, where S is the
VSWR on the transmission line remnator. The actual measuredvo-l-tage distmn-ution on a
transmission line resonator follows the first ninety degrees of a spatil sinusoid, much as it would on a
quarter-wave vertical monopole antenna: V_. at the base and V_.. at the top. In fact, resonance
transformer engineering is exactly the same as designing top loader'-vertical antennas. The only
distinction is that a Tesla coil is phyca short enough so that its radiation resistance is negligible.
(In the absence of breakdown, very little energ is actually lost by radiation.)
These Tesla resonators perform equally well when driven by any high power mase ascillm spark gap, vacuum tube or solid state. (Efficency and junction breakdown become major concerns
with the latter two.) The theory and structures work at frequencies as high as several GHz (RF
plasma torches). One structure that we employed in the lab operated at 145 Mhz. Figure 3 shows
several such structures.
Comments
It is now clear why so man oa
"Tesla Coils" used by early accelerator physicists (and
even some today) performed so poorly;11 hh and why recent Russian Tesla transformers work
so well. The early coils were usually constructed with thousands of turns (e.g., 7000 or more) of #36
gauge (or smaller!) copper wire, resulting in huge e•a t propagation losses. For such machines, the
SWR voltage rise is only a fraction of what is possible. The only way the early constructors could
obtain high voltage from such poor designs was to overwhelm the losses by increasing the input
power. (James Chadwick (the discoverer of the neutroas), frustrated by his early failures to get Tesla
resonators to work. recognized that Nomething was wrong and said, "I didn't have the properconditions
and raining to can' out such things."24 ] From Equation 45, it is clear that very little power is
actually required to attain extremely high voltages if at is made small and good engineering practices
are followed.
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Trapped Energy and Resonator Response Time
Although we employcd a steady-state quasimonochromatic approxiniation for the analysis of the
helix, we can address a basic question: How long does it take for trapped energy to cause a standing
wave to form on a distributed resonator? (As stated above, we are not aware of any formal transient
solution for a distributed losmy helix.)
Goldman has observed 26 that the build up transient time of a tuned transmission line must be
inversely related to the selectivity, or spectral width, of0
resonator, of. This quantity is related to
the resonator losses, Born and Wolfe and also Thomas"l poLit out that the spectral width and
the time duration of a wave train are not independent quantities, but satisfy a particular inequality
called the Ouncertainty relation." So, it should be apparent that the time taken for the waves to build
up, from initial uniform energy storage (at the primary spark quenching instant), is inversely related to
the spectral width of the resonator. This is the famous Fourier reciprocity relation:
at*6f k 1/(4n)

(51)

where af is related to the resonator Q as Q w fol/f, and at is a quanti.y often called the coherence
time (for optical fields). We interpret the latter as the time duration required for coherent
oscillations to build up on a distributed resonator and a standing wave interferen" pattern to form.
We wil! discuss our laboratory measurements of this quantity in a later section. (In optics, temporal
or self coherence (at a point in space) is the ability of a light beam to interfere with a time delayed
sample of itself. The temporal "degree of coherence" is formally defined in terms of the
autocrrelation function of the light, and it can be measured wi%;i an amplitude splitting Michelson
interferometer. A finite duration "wave train" is the resultant disturbance produced by a Fourier sum
of infinite duration spectral components. Coherence time, at, is the effective duration of the wave
train, and it is reciprocally related to the spectral bandwidth of the electromagnetic field.)
The laboratory measurement of these parameters and the interpretation of at as the time to
establish the high voltage VSWR pattern on resonance transformers will be discussed in the section
on laboratory measurements below.
TESLA TECHNIOLOGY LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Objectives
The purpose of this section is to examine the laboratory measurements associated with the RF
portion of the equipment and compare these with the predictions of the analytical model. From
these, we will be able to address the scalability issue.
Summary of Achievements
In this se.tion we discuss the laboratory measurements and experimental venifrcation of the
analytical model advanced above. In particular, we were able to verify the effect of spark duration
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and VSWR on performance. The electricl scalability issue was esolved. We were able to confirm
the low frequency (145 Khz) and VHF (145 Mhz) behavior. Lastly, we were able to document the
hypothesized resonator coherence time transient phenomenon.
Measured System Parmeters
The measured lumped equivalent electrical parameters associated with Figure 1, used for much

of the project, are given by
LI m 15 pH
C1 - 0.16 pF
RI - 0.4 Ohms
M - 17.5-50 pH
LI - O.15 H
C2 - 76pF
R2 - 65 Ohms
Vo - 35kV
Cr - 35pF

ti=n98 Ps
Using these numerical values in the analytical expreaksi
k

-

fop -

M
-

1o

of the previous section giv the predictions

.0o37 - 0.24 (0.072 typical)

-0.14)
00

3 ~

- 149 kHz

(52)

kHz (Eq 25)
f2 - 102.6 kT.4z (Eq 26)
f 1 -149

kV (at t - 10ps)
VC2(peak) - 213
Vind(ts) - 47.6 kV

It should be noted that V. d(t) is not the same as the voltage appea'ing across C,. That is,
Vind(t) VC2(t). In the Kirc(ho'f voltage law equation i,(t) is produced by Vind(t), and VC2(t)
depends upon the integral of h(t). We have plotted the mneasured and predicted V (t) waveforms in
Figure 4. (There appears to be a small dc offset in the oscilloscope waveform. Suc,?an artifact may
have resulted frow the HP 54510A digital sampling scope working in a laboratory environment with
such intense electric fields.)
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Figure 4. Vc2(t): (a) Oscilloscope waveform. (b) Predicted by analysis
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Calculated

The VC2(t) waveform measured on the oscillscope is shown dwing the dwell time of the
primary spark (t < ty. [It is desirable to have the primary spark break at the maxima of Vind(t), not

VC2(t)].
As an example of the usefulness of our analysis, we applied it to the resonance transformer
stage. Tho helix wvas constructed with the following physical characteristic'
D02.ft
S - 0.286 inches beween turns
N-342 turns

00.102
(#10over
gauge
plated copper)
97.8 inches tall
fr" 143 kHz (resonator worked a, , itground, with toroid in place).
The entire structLe was painted with half a dozen coats of glyItol high voltage, moisture resistant

sealer. The Q of the resonator was measured with a swept fieqaen"y source as Q - 34.5. The
predicted transmission line parameters were
Z0- 16,0000
8 - pe = 64.5&
R Sv-0.007
-2660
VSW - 60
VT; -2.5

MV.

While we had no instruments capable of measuring in the megavolt range, we could easily measure
the ratio V-j/Vbasc - 54. Clearly, VT> > V____ We readily obtained randomly directed electrical
discharges in excess of 15 feet (and more if Fsmtad). There is a distinct advantage to operating in the
distributed resonator mode as opposed to operating in the lumped element regime.
The phrsical behavior as a resonator is clearly seen when this information is plotted on a
conventional Smith Chart. The toroid capacitance at 143 kHz produces a certain lumped-element
load reactance, which must be normalized by the Z of the helix. This is the normalized load

impedance where the Smith Chart is entered. (SeeFigure 5.)
Moving # - 2 pI towards the generator places us exactly at the base of the resonator, showing
that the slow wave helical structure is, indeed, in quarter wave resonance. Very lac;e standing waves
have been established. The latter do not occur in the lumped element regime for coils, where the
voltage distnibution is uniform over the entire inductor and the input impedance would be purely
reactive (jOL2 , not Rbase).
This leads us to a resolution of the scalability issue. There is a great deal of tlextbility in the

design equations presented above. We can keep the same output voltage and power, while shrinking
the physical size of the structure by either shifting the operation from VLF (very low frequency) to
VHF (very high frequency). Alternatively, we could even shrink the physical size of thn,structure and
22
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Figure 5. Smith chart preentation of our Tesla coil
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remnin at the same frequency simply by rewinding the helix so that its velocity factor, Vf (given above
in the analysis), is reduced by the desired scale factor. When scaling these structures, the critic3'I thing
to watch is the propagation loss at. (Don't scale down by going to a great number of turns of very

rmf wire!)
Caherence Measurements
While the rtary breaks spark is conducting, the system behaves as a lumped coupled oscillator,
with energy interplaying back and forth between the primary and secondary and decaying down
eonenidally. If the primary can be broken at the appropriate time, the energy can be trapped in the
se=,ndary, where a standing wave interference pattern can be built up over a short time. We
recorded the mewuud wag~am shown in Figure 6, which specificall documents this phenomenon.
The "early time response" on the left shows the wavform ringing down while the primary spark
is conducting. During this interval, the waveform exhibits beats, indicating that the system is beha'ing
as lump3ed coupled coils. The primary spark is extinguished at the center of the graph, and there
exists a "transition epoch" during which the voltage on the structure rises up to a maximum. The
wave then proceeds to ring doyn monochromaticlly (indicating that the primary and secondary are
no longer coupled). We have identified the trans Ition epoch, during which the voltage wave builds
up, as the "-.ohereence time." We take 8t as the time duration required for coherent osc'llations to
build up on a distributed resonator of Q - fobif and a standing wave interference pattern to form.
Because of the huge volt%-e rise that can be made to occur after the spark breaks it is difficult
to present tic dla, but the figure does show what actually happens, e.ven on a moderately lossy
straucture. The predicted coherence time, from the Fourier relation is
at - 11(4ic8) - Q/(4afa) - 192 pis.
The figure shows the actual -voltage build up at the top of the resonator, after the primary spark has
been quenched. The build-up interval starts with the vertical marker shown at t - 172.5 ps and
concludes with the marker shown at t - 191.0 pI. The transient build-up time interval is 18.5 pis. By
the way, the time interval between peaks of the waveform during the "late time response" is also
displayed as 7 ps, corresponding to a resonator ring-down frequency of 142.857 kHz.
The measured coherence time was in excellent agreement with the predicted value (less than
5% difference). This experiment was subsequently repeated under less lossy conditions, and we were
able to not only document the coherence time build-up, but also to demonstrate that the voltage at
the top of the resonator was able to exceed the lumped mode VC2 value by a factor of 43. We take it
that, within the range of experimental error, the concept of resonator coherence time is quite
meaningful, and the physics of resonator mode standing wave build-up is now experimentally
established. These new experimental results clearly demonstrate that one can readily surpiss the so
called "k - 3/5 optimum coupled system" determined by Finkelstein for lumped circuits." We
invite other investigators using pulsed resonance transformer technology to explore this newly
documented phenomenon.
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Construction Comments
Our laboratory experience has led us to the following practical construction suggestions, which
have not yet appeared in the professional literature. They are in stark contrast to the previoLsly
accepted optimum design criteria suggested by Finkeistein, et. aL in the classic reference just cited. If
one follows these new suggestions, one will find that the resonance transformer will operate in the
transmission line regime, and its output will far surpass that of the previously so called "optimum"
machine.
1. Construct the resonator to have the lowest propagation losses possible. (Use the
heaviest gauge conductor on the lowest loss form possible.)
2. Use the tightest coupling possible. (Make k > > 0.6 if possible without primarysecondary arc-over.)
3. Adjust the primary spark duration to match "the optimum spark duration," t.If one does not have the terhnology available to perform item 3, there is an alternative
procedure that can be followed:
3'. Emp! )y a small low loss coil, called a regulating coil, in series with the primary and
adjust it to compensate for t.The regulating coil is a series primary inductance with no magnetic coupling to the secondary.
This will permit one to adjust the apparatus until its optimum tq has been lengthened to match the
switching duration of the given machine. It is desirable to make the mutual inductance, M, large
(within practical geometrical limitations), while at the same time making the component of the
primary inductance which is magnetically coupled to the resonator small (but not so small that the
regulating inductance can't be adjusted to compensate for it). Following these steps will quickly lead
to the desired operation.
Final Remarks
The most significant feature of the resonator mode operation is that it provides a physical
insight not possible with the lumped circuit approach, which totally fails to describe the distributed
resonator mode of the resonance transformer. What limits the maximum voltage attainable for a
given system? The power spectrum driving the structure, 1/*# and the breakdown potential of the top
electrode are the only limitations. If we have a large enough electrode with no shunt losses, and can
reduce helix losses - there is no fundamental limit in classical physics on the voltage rise. It is now
clear that the RF apparatus operates linearly and can be scaled to match the requirements of the
specific application.
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ELECTRICAL DSCHARGES AND LABORATORY TESTING
Experimentation
Our experiments included the construction of a vacuum tube having a single electrde
aluminum cathode. We employed a variety of fabrication techniques and construction materiaLs. The
first tube was pumped down and excited from the top terminal of the resonance transformer. Its
initial operation was promising: three inch diameter visible glow surrounded the linear portion of the
megavolt discharges near the tube. (This may have been bremsstrablung radiation or it may have
been due to intense corona.) The tube permitted directed discharges out to a distance of 2 - 4 feet, at
which distance the discharges again forked and behaved as usual, spraying in a more-or-less
"lightning-like" manner out another 5 feet. After a brief operation (about 1/2 minute), the terminal
voltage was increased several hundred kV more, and the face plate of the tube emitted a 1/2 inch
diameter fireball and the forking of the discharges out in the air backed up to the front of the tube.
The "fuzzy blue glow" which had surrounded the directed discharge channel (like a thick sleeve of
blue mist) "evaporated," and the discharge was no longer directional, but forked and sprayed upwar,
from the diode structure itself. (We had been able to "shoot" the discharge downward at a
depression angle of 450. This is usually impossible, since the hot discharges will rise and dart
upward.) Upon inspection, the face of the tube had an elliptical puncture 1/32"x332," and the inside
of the tube was covered with carbon soot.

Channel Seeding. Ba L Ughtning, and Directed Discharges
During our experimental research, we spent some time on Teflon vacuum tubes and we
experienced rather astonishing results with the initial tests. At that time we observed a directed
discharge on the order of four feet. Tlhs is to be distinguished from the more or less undirected
electrical discharges ("RF lightning") from the top of the Tesla resonator, which can easily reach 1020 feet in random directions in the space available in the laboratory.
As part of the project, we were contracted to examine the effects of channel seeding

mechanisms and materials. It is now clear to as that the early straight line discharge, which we

experienced probably followed a dInctedjet of carbon macrons issuing from a puncture in the fore
wall of the tube. This holds some degree of similarity to our recent discovery of an RF initiated ball
lightning mechanism.
The concept of macron-dirccted discharges can be grasped from a consideration of photographs
published of our ball lightning research. Photograph 1 is rather dramatic.

It wps presented at several symposia and published in our 1990 article in Soviet Physics

Usekhi. 9It shows more than a dozen large spherical fiery globules all in a row, being struck by
and directing the propagation of a large streamer. The film was ASA 400 and the shutter speed was
1/4 second. Lifetimes up to several seconds could be documented by means of video recording.

There isa 30 cm diamieter high voltage electrode which can be seen off to the left. In those

publications, we were fairly successful in descnrbing the physics in terms of fractal phenomena.
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Combining the ball ligntning work -with the present observations of directed energy leads to
some startling conclusions. It should be noted that mereiy shooting out a wire from a high voltage
electrode to a target will not really direct a discharge. Maxwell's equations require that the tangential
component of the electric field vanish in a perfect conductor. As a result, the electric field around a.
wire must be purely radial. (It must be normal to the wire.) If the fields are intense, as in our case,
the radial electric fields will incite a radial avalanche discharge around the wire, and the energy wiRl
bleed off in a cylinder of corona discharge. (See Photograph 2.)
However, if the conducting path is broken up into a particulated stream of micro sized
conducting macrons (say, for example, in the 10-100 micron regime) the electric field possesses a
substantial longitudinal component, with very little radial component. The situation is shown in
Figure 7.
Two advantages are immediately appareut. First, the discharge is directable with very little
radial loss. Second, the charged macrons possess an electrically reduced drag, which should be of
significance in the hypervelocity regime. We understand the conventional wisdom concerning
traditional mechanical hypervelocity macrons - that they, like micrometeorites, will loose their
momentum over very short propagation trajectories (e.g. a few meters, more or less). However, we

believe that, for rectricaIly charged macrons, this traditional conclusion, apparently based on Whipple's
famous analysis,' is erroneous. The classical mechanical drag theory for uncharged microscopic
particles does not explain the significantly reduced drag on highly charged macrons (near the field
emission limit). This important consideration, evidently, has gone unrecognized by researchers in the
ballistics community (where q/m is negligible), and is of little consequence in the accelerator
community (where q/m is huge).
The first advantage has also recently been discovered indeindently by other investigators. It
appears in a technical publication on sequential plasma focusing."1 In that paper, it is hypothesized
that downstream floating conductors become auxiliary anodes, producing a cascade of secondary
focusing events. The author was able to direct plasma discharges, in this manner, to a distance of
several feet in an enclosed plasma chamber.
During our research, however, we had been able to direct the beam with copper dust macrons
over distances of more than 27 feet in open air, and we have no doubts that ranges of two or three
times this are readily obtainable - even with smaller equipment than we are presently using.
Photograph 3 shows the random discharges from an undirected discharge in (a), and from a
directed discharge in (b). It is our opinion that this type of charged macron directed beam is much
more stable and can convey much larger currents than conventional electron beams. It provides a
longitudinal field which may, in fact, be employed to accelerate charges in air or vacuum. [We also
believe that it is possible. to initiate the macron beam with high voltage RF and then launch an intense
low frequency (or even dc) current from the RF low impedance point up through the resonance
transformer and out along the directed beam. This would provide a directed weapon with controlled
lethality.) We therefore suggest that a hypervelocity stream of macrons can be used to bore a low
density channel through the atmosphere to direct a relativistic electron beam which will "follow" the
low impedance path created by the hypervelocity macrons.
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Holeboring by electrically chq;,ed (reduced drag) ma,--oi cnOn also be modeled using
Winterberg's analysis of holeborinnr discussed earlier., When a charged high speed macron
encounters ambient air the macron will heat the surrounding air and loosc kinetic energy in the
process. Another macron following in the previous particle's wake encounters i reduced density
chenneL and the drag forces on the follow-on particle are further reduced. Lct e. represent the
distance ower which a particle has heated the ambient air to an average temperature T from an
ambient temperature T." The heated channel now has a lower density p than the ambient density po.
If a stream of n particles takes advantage of this reduction in air density to penetrate furiher into the
atmosphere the total penetration length e. is found to be

en - f" (1-x)}%C
4
where x - ToN/

(

P/Po.

The macron particles then have two purposes. They provide a low density channel through the
atmosphere for the beam which greatly reduces beam energy losses and scattering (Nordsieck
expansion), and the particles provide a sequential self focusing mechanism which will keep the .csm
in the channel and possibly damp out beam instabilities. This discovery shtould be investigated
further.
CONCLUSIONS

The Tesla transformer inv"tigattd in this project represents a viable high average power
alternative to the conventional high-peak/low.average power processing employed in much particle
beam research. The increased high voltage operating mode is particularly appealing. It appears that
the maximum voltage attainable is limited only by insulation breakdown and the geometry of the
structure.
With the successful attainment of an open air REB weapon, the fragility of the vacuum diode
will have to be overcome, and a rugged alternative for future vacuum tubes must be investigated. We
have discussed an experimental alternative to elementary particle beams in this research.
We believe that a combined macron/REB technique is the only near term practical solution for
weaponizable fundamental charged particle beam devices in open air. (Sequential beam focusing
then becomes possible.) We have expressed our belief that charged macron beams (beams of
electrically charged particles with diameters in the 10 - 100 micron range) are considerably more
stable and will convey much larger currents in air than relativistic electron beams alone. We think
that the discovery of this channel seeding mechanism, and its impact on conventional particle beams,
should be followed up at once.
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APPENDIX
COLLATERAL TECHNICAL ISSUES AND TECHNOLOGIES
The following items are collateral to the major topics of our research. If such a project as ours
develops into a desirable effort, then each of the items below will need to be investigated.

HV SwItin
The rotary break switching technology which we are employing is from the early world war 1H
days - and that evolved from the early days in "wireless" around the turn of the century. (See the
NIIT Radiation Lab Series, Vol. 5 - Pulse Generators, by Glascoe and Lebacqz.) Unfortunately, not
much has been done to imprmoe high voltage RF switching technology since then. A great deal of
effort has been expended on high power switches (for rail guns, EMP simulation, Marx generators,
Laser triggering, etc.) but, to the best of our knowledge, none of the devices developed are useful for
the type of high voltage RF power conditioning which we were doing. Mechanical rotary breaks need
to be improved upon, or an alternative technology needs to be found.
The set of specifications for a new RF switching technology would be as follows:
1.
2.

Switch voltage: 100,000 (open), 0 (closed)
Switch current: 10,000 amperes at RF (not dc)

2.
3.

Switch impedance (at 1MHz): do (open), 0 (closed)
Switching speed: from DC to at least 500 kHz

4.

Pulse duration: 1 ps to 300 ps (variable control)

The most critical parameter here is the switch duration while the primary capacitor RF current is
flowing. One desires to get this down on the order of 10 microseconds. Three hundred, even 100,
microsecnds Is far too long for efficient HV operation. The problem is a lot like controlling the
spark dwell (switch "on" duration) and engine RPM (# of pulses per second) on an automobile, only
doing it with RF.
HIV Insulation Materials
These will have to be conformable to our particular application. If better HV RE insulating
materials can be found, then the apparatus size and weight can be greatly reduced (e.g, a factor of 5
or 10 would not seem unreasonable).
HV Rectification Process

Although our resonant transformer project feeds HV RE to the load, we can see where it
could be veruy important to convert the high voltage RE to DC. That is, where 5 MV DC at 100 kW
average power would be employed. (The power requirement precludes the use of traditional

"electrostatic" machines, Marx generators, etc.) W-e think that RF physics exists to meet such
requirements, but research and development would be required.
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Meteor Directed Lightnlng
Although resonance transformers were the object of this research, we can envision several

applications of this technology which can be employed to help beams propagate to greater distances,
and overcome instabilities. For example one might employ hypervelocity "meteorites" to provide hole
boring mechanisms for charged particle beams to follow in the atmosphere. This technique is a
natural one for the -V RF power processing apparatus which was employed in this program. [We
think that this may prove as a successful route to follow for a directed beam weapon. The effects

promise to be several orders of magnitude beyond that possible with an REB alone, and the stand-off
range may attain the several kilometer goaL]
Reyded Light, Power Multiplication, and Power Compacting

There is a t-chnique presently being proposed for the new national laser gravitational radiation
observatory, which will increase the laser power by a factor of 1000. The technique is called "recycled
light" and is a laser version of an RF technique invented forty years ago by FJ. Tischer. The
microwave version (appropriate for use with Tesla coils) is called "ring power multiplication."
At microwave frequencies, RF power is injected into a full wavelength ring resonator through a
directional coupler. The RF in the ring resonator propagates in one direction with the correct phase
so that power from the source continues to pump up the real power in the ring. Power multiplication
by several orders of magnitude was observed back in the early 1960's, but SDI or HPM and UWB
weapons were unforeseen at that time. We think that this technique could be used in conjunction
with the resonance transformer technology which was employed in this project. This would be an area
for future research and applications.
Along the same lines, we can also mention a technique called "power compacting." Simply
stated, the idea is to pump RF power into a standing wave resonator (like a length of wave guide, or
even a Tesla coil) and then quickly move the short circuit end in, spatially compressing the RF energy,
and raising the energy density. The compressed RF energy can then be released in a shorter time
with a higher peak power.
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